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PSA’S BHARAT MUMBAI CONTAINER TERMINALS LAUNCHES FIRST
SCHEDULED BLOCK TRAIN FOR HMM TO ICD TUGHLAKABAD
On 25th September 2019, Hyundai Merchant Marine’s (HMM) first block train with a
weekly schedule to Tughlakabad (TKD) - a key Inland Container Depot (ICD) serving
the National Capital Region (NCR) of India - was launched from PSA’s Bharat Mumbai
Container Terminals (BMCT). The block train was flagged off at BMCT by Mr Sanjay
Sethi, IAS, Chairman of Jawaharlal Nehru Port Trust (JNPT).
Operated by CONCOR, the 90 TEU “HMM BMCT-TKD Express” offers HMM’s
customers a faster intermodal connection to the NCR. Train departures are matched
to HMM’s China India Express service (CIX) vessel arrivals to reduce transit times, so
allowing CIX import customers in the NCR the quickest transits in the market.
According to independent data from the Logistics Data Bank, total rail transit times
(including dwell time) from JPNT to the NCR are already the shortest amongst the
participating west coast ports of India, by an average of 72 hours for the first 8 months
of 2019.
Mr. Sanjay Sethi, IAS, Chairman, JNPT commented “I congratulate HMM, CONCOR
and BMCT on this block train initiative, which reduces transit times and increases
competitiveness. JNPT handled its highest ever rail throughput of 70,398 in August
2019, with the rail share of JNPT’s total volume rising to 16.2%. JNPT and all
stakeholders are collaborating closely to build on this progress and continue the modal
shift to rail .
Mr H J Sung, Managing Director, HMM India said, “We are delighted that this valueadded weekly service has been inaugurated from BMCT. HMM’s customers will now
enjoy even quicker connections from the vessel to hinterland, an important aspect of
end-to-end connection. We look forward to working with PSA India and CONCOR on
more of such initiatives.”
Mr Mike Formoso, Managing Director, PSA India said, “We are very grateful to HMM
and CONCOR for partnering with us on this and we are working hard to develop more
products through PSA India’s Cargo Solutions team. BMCT’s railyard is already
capable of handling 1.5km long / 360TEU Dedicated Freight Corridor (DFC) trains. We
eagerly await the DFC’s completion, which will be a game changer for the market.
“Like JNPT, BMCT enjoyed a record month for rail volumes in August 2019. The
resolution of the Inter Terminal Rail Handling Operation (ITRHO) agreement by JNPT
is certainly a factor in not only higher volumes but also increased competitiveness
through improved rail connectivity at JNPT. PSA India intends to continue to play a
key role in contributing to JNPT’s attractiveness as a port of call.”
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About PSA's Bharat Mumbai Container Terminals
PSA's Bharat Mumbai Container Terminals (BMCT) is located in Jawaharlal Nehru
Port (JNP) in Maharashtra, India's largest and premier container gateway. The
terminal is equipped with the latest technology to offer customers fast turnaround of
their vessels and is also well-connected by major highways and rail networks to key
markets in Maharashtra, Gujarat, and the National Capital Region of India. It serves
the important industrial and manufacturing centres and cities in Northwest India, as
well as India's largest hinterland with a population in excess of 400 million. BMCT's
Phase 1 development has a quay length of 1000 metres and the deepest berths at
JNP, capable of handling super post-panamax vessels. When fully completed, the
terminal will have a berth length of 2,000 metres.
About PSA International
PSA International (PSA) is a leading global port group and a trusted partner to cargo
stakeholders around the world. With flagship operations in Singapore and Antwerp,
PSA’s portfolio comprises a network of over 50 coastal, rail and inland terminals in
19 countries. Drawing on the deep expertise and experience from a diverse global
team, PSA actively collaborates with its customers and partners to deliver worldclass port services alongside, develop innovative cargo solutions and co-create an
Internet of Logistics. As the partner of choice in the global supply chain, PSA is “The
World's Port of Call”. Visit us at www.globalpsa.com.
*Note to Editors: PSA dropped the name of "Port of Singapore Authority" in 1997 when
it became a corporatised entity. The company should be referred to as "PSA
International Pte Ltd" or "PSA".
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